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A LEGAL
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SPECIAL
COLLECTIONS FOCUS:
Decretales Gregorii IX [1475]

COLLECTING LEGAL
MANUSCRIPTS: YES, NO,
OR MAYBE

W

hether to venture into collecting legal manuscripts is a
question confronted eventually by most special collections
librarians and other selectors of rare law materials. The answer
depends upon a number of factors, and reaching a decision typically is
a more complex process than resolving to collect rare printed books.
With few roadmaps, and some vexing pitfalls, selectors may expect an
off-road experience while they gain the expertise pertinent to choosing
manuscripts wisely.

The miniature at the head of Liber quartus
of Gregory’s Decretales (De sponsalibus et
matrimonijs) depicts a marriage ceremony. Experts
have attributed the illuminations in the Decretales
to the Austrian master Ulrich Schreier.

The richly-illuminated incunabulum
Decretales Gregorii IX (Gregorian
Decretals) printed in Venice in 1475
memorializes the official compilation
of canon law issued in 1234 by
Pope Gregory IX, the first with
universal authority. This collection
of decretals, known traditionally
as the Liber Extra, appeared during
the “classical era of canon law” (1140
to 1375), which had been ushered in
by Gratian’s landmark canon law
explication, Concordia discordantium
canonum (known as the Decretum).
Both works, first Gratian’s, then Pope
Gregory’s, became the predominant
teaching texts at the law school at
the University of Bologna in their
respective eras; Gregory’s Decretales
(continued on page 2)

Why collect manuscripts? For a law library, the desirability of
collecting manuscripts—books and documents written by hand—
increases in proportion to the existence of certain institutional
realities. Traditionally, research libraries are among the most active
collectors of manuscripts; as unique artifacts, manuscripts supply the
fodder sought by scholars for fresh insight into established lines of
historical inquiry, or to break new ground. Thus, researchers expect to
find manuscripts at such libraries.
(continued on page 6)

CONGRATULATIONS to EMILY KADENS,
RECIPIENT of the RICHARD & DIANE
CUMMINS LEGAL HISTORY RESEARCH
GRANT for 2013.
Professor Emily Kadens, of Northwestern University School
of Law, plans to use the French customary law works and
commentaries, consilia, early judicial decisions, and other
materials in Special Collections to research her proposed project,
“Custom in the Courts.” She expects to be in residence at GW
Law from late January until the end of March, 2013. Welcome,
Professor Kadens!

(Decretales Gregorii IX, continued from page 1)

A miniature and a decorated initial in blue mark the beginning of Liber
quintus, De accusationibus inquisitionibus et denuntiationibus, framed
by a partial foliate border with perching squirrel, lightly gilded, and with
manuscript annotations.

displaced all others as authority, and remained in force
as official canon law in the Roman Catholic Church
until 1917.
Law and medieval Bologna. Law and lawyers came to
dominate the culture of medieval Bologna during the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries after, tradition tells
us, the Italian jurist Irnerius (c. 1055-c. 1130) began to
lecture on classical Roman law to a small but steadfast
audience. He attracted an ever-expanding circle of law
students—some from afar—and distinguished jurists
gravitated to Bologna to teach not only Roman law,
but canon law. Gradually, these law teaching and study
practices were formalized, the nucleus of students grew,
and student guilds were formed (and to protect their
interests, law teachers established their own guilds). So
marked the origins of the University of Bologna, which,
with the University of Paris, lays claim to being the first
university in Europe. The teaching and study of law thus
gave the University of Bologna its start.
The flowering of law study at Bologna both reflected
an awakening of the medieval mind to the intellectual

FOR INFORMATION
on the topics covered in this newsletter, Special Collections,
or the Friends, please contact the editor, Jennie C. Meade,
Director of Special Collections, at jmeade@law.gwu.edu
or (202) 994-6857.

framework and rationality of the Roman law (especially
in comparison with the existing potpourri of local
customary practices), and mirrored the tensions of
the regnant political climate. From approximately the
mid-twelfth to mid-thirteenth century, continuing
strife between the Hohenstaufen dynasty of German
emperors and the papacy concerning imperial claims
to sovereignty over Italy led to sophisticated questions
about the legal authority of the Pope. A sovereign whose
legal system produced fair and reliable results enjoyed
immense prestige. However, the canon law—the body
of laws promulgated by the Catholic Church—though
well-established and with broad jurisdiction, lacked
the systematic structure of the Roman law, which now
shone as a rational complex of legal principles that led
to coherent results. Following the Roman law model,
the canonists set to organizing the ecclesiastical law to
provide the Catholic Church with an intelligible legal
system that could aid in supporting and extending its
influence and claims to dominance.
Organizing the canon law. The putative monk Master
Gratian (fl. c. 1140), who likely taught at Bologna, drafted
two recensions of the existing dissonant canon law that
offered argumentation to reconcile contradictions; the
second of these is the expanded version we know as
Gratian’s Decree, or Decretum, destined to assume its

“Law and lawyers came to dominate the
culture of medieval Bologna during the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries.”
role as the essential canon law study and practitioner text
for the era.1 But although medieval canonists eagerly
adopted it as their teaching text, the Decretum did not
bear official papal sanction.
Gratian, by organizing existing canon law into a
dialectical structure, had fashioned an attractive and
useful teaching tool that revolutionized and popularized
the study of canon law. Meanwhile, new laws continued
to appear. The new canon laws appeared mostly as
papal letters known as “decretals,” which generally were
pronouncements by the Pope that decided individual
cases. Frequently the decretals detailed the rationale
that underlay the decision, thus resembling to some
degree modern appellate decisions.2 However, the
rate of the appearance of new decretals outstripped
1	Anders Winroth, The Making of Gratian’s Decretum (Cambridge; New York:
Cambridge University Press, 2000), 122.
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2	James A. Brundage, Medieval Canon Law (London; New York: Longman’s,
1995), 53.

the ability of recordkeeping and security practices to
keep pace, opening the field to counterfeiting; the large
number of decretals of dubious origin passing as bona
fide prompted papal concerns about controlling the
production of authentic decretals, both for court and
classroom use.3
Gregory IX and his Decretales. To simplify the texts
used for study and practice, alleviate the difficulties
of identifying and using the new laws, and establish a
beachhead against questionable circulating decretals,
Pope Gregory IX (incumbent 1227-1241), a canonist
himself, commissioned the Bologna-trained canonist
Raymond of Penyafort to gather relevant post-Gratian
papal and consiliar law into a new official decretal
compilation. This authoritative collection was sent to
the Universities of Bologna and Paris, and in Gregory’s
letter of transmission he directed that it be taught in the

“This authoritative collection was sent to
the Universities of Bologna and Paris, and in
Gregory’s letter of transmission he directed
that it be taught in the law faculties as the
official law of the Roman Catholic Church.”
law faculties as the official law of the Roman Catholic
Church.4 Eventually Gregory’s Decretales supplanted
Gratian’s Decretum as the fundamental canon law
teaching text. Later, most Renaissance universities had
professorships devoted to the Decretales.5
All aspects of the Law Library’s crisp incunabulum
copy of Decretales Gregorii IX unite to convey with
elegance a sense of the work’s historical and legal
import, from its exquisite miniatures and Nicolas
Jenson typography, to its centered text framed
by Bernard of Parma’s gloss, and the extensive
contemporary manuscript annotations on preliminary
blank pages and text margins, including some
corrections to the gloss. Its stature is imposing, as well
as its binding: contemporary leather, extensively blindtooled, with foliate decoration on its brass cornerpieces
and center medallion. Its initials mainly are rubricated
in red and blue; fauna inhabit the lushly-pigmented
foliate border decoration. The text and surrounding
gloss in blackletter is harmoniously spaced to enhance
legibility. Illuminations appear at the head of, and
symbolize the subject of, each of the five books into
which the Decretales are organized. For instance, the
miniature framed in gold and painted predominantly in

An imposing volume: the contemporary leather binding of the Decretales
features blind-tooling and engraved brass fittings.

blue, rose, and white depicting a cleric joining a man and
woman in marriage heads Liber quartus, De sponsalibus
et matrimonijs. Although the identity of the artist
remains uncertain, some experts have attributed the
illuminations to the Austrian master illuminator Ulrich
Schreier (fl. c. 1460-1490).
When Gregory called Raymond of Penyafort
to Rome in 1230 to compile the Decretales Gregorii
IX, his directions to the Dominican canonist bore
similarities to Justinian’s instructions to his compilers:
edit, and in the process, “act without hesitation, but
confidence, rather, in our authority.”6 The elaborate
four-year redaction project comprised three stages.
First, Raymond needed to eliminate all abrogated laws,
superfluous explanations, and repetitions. Next, relying
on his own judgment, he needed to improve the texts,
including altering or augmenting them if he deemed it
necessary. Finally, he had to put the entirety of the papal
law in order.7
3 Brundage, 54.
4 Brundage, 55.
5	Paul F. Grendler, The Universities of the Italian Renaissance (Baltimore &
London: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2002), 435.
6	O.F. Robinson, T.D. Fergus, and W.M. Gordon, European Legal History, 3rd
ed. (London: Butterworth’s, 2000), 77-78; Michael Maas, ed., The Cambridge
Companion to the Age of Justinian (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2005), 209, fn 58.
7	Constant Van de Wiel, History of Canon Law, Louvain Theological &
Pastoral Monographs 5 (Louvain: Peeters Press, 1991), 107.
autumn 2012
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Raymond used the classic rubrics of the Quinque
compilationes antiquae—compilations of post-Gratian
papal laws, which along with the Decretum, were
the primary study and practitioner sources during
the late twelfth and early thirteenth centuries—as a
model to order the subject matter of the Decretales.
The five “books” were: iudex (constitution and
organization of the church), iudicium (jurisdictional
and procedural rules), clerus (the clergy, the sacraments,
and ecclesiastical obligations), connubium (marriage
and domestic relations), and crimen (penal law of the
Church). The books were further divided into titles
based on the format of Justinian’s Code.8
Printing the Decretales. The French printer Nicolas
Jenson (c. 1420-1480), known for the elegance of the
Roman typeface he developed and perfected, later
created a Gothic blackletter typeface, in which he
printed the Decretales. Having studied at Mainz in 1458,
he would have been familiar with the blackletter style
used at Gutenberg’s shop, which mimicked early hand

“Bernard of Parma is responsible for the gloss
that surrounds the center text of the Decretales.”
lettering and was the typeface of choice for religious and
historical works. Jenson left for Venice in 1468, where
he established his own press and achieved considerable
success, both financially as a prolific printer, and
artistically as a typographer of unusual refinement
whose style inspired many well-known iterations still
used today. At Venice he published more than 100
works, “many very large and all magnificent.” 9 Both
“large” and “magnificent” capture the essence of the Law
Library’s copy of Gregory’s Decretales.
Typically, printers were tradesmen and craftsmen,
without the time or inclination to develop standing
as men of letters. Therefore, printers of materials
for the academic and erudite market normally
maintained a network of learned editors who, through
their judicious correcting, would help maintain the
printers’ reputations in the intellectual community, and
consequently their livelihood; in this, Jenson was no
exception. In the case of the Decretales, Jenson tapped
the nearby University of Padua’s canon law professor
Alessandro Nievo; Nievo edited the work, and delegated
the routine duties to one of his pupils, Pietro Albignani.
Albignani’s letter at the end of the Decretales indicates
that a third person, Francesco Colucia, supervised the
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correct printing of the work for Jenson. Colucia was
instructed by Albignani to ride herd on the pressmen
to ensure that they followed instructions; he also was
responsible for attention to spelling and punctuation.10
Glossing the Decretales. Bernard of Parma is
responsible for the gloss that surrounds the center text
of the Decretales. Of the decretalists who commented
on the Liber Extra, he is considered the most important.
This gloss—an extended commentary and explanation of
the text it enwraps—is known as the “Glossa Ordinaria,”
and became a standard feature of the Decretales, of
special value to law students, as well as to practitioners.
This and other canon law glosses carried significant,
if unofficial, authority. The glossator Bernard (d. 1266)
was professor of canon law at Bologna; his star pupil was
William Durantis (“The Speculator”), who became the
most distinguished French canonist of his generation.11
It is not known precisely when Bernard composed his
Glossa Ordinaria, yet he is thought to have prepared
four versions, the first between the appearance of the
Decretales in 1234 and c. 1241, and the final between 1263
and his death in 1266.12
Rex Pacificus and beyond. “Intending, therefore, that
everyone use only this compilation in judgments and
the schools, we firmly prohibit that anyone presume
to make another without the express authority of the
apostolic see.” 13 So concludes Rex Pacificus, the papal
bull that gave force of law to Gregory’s Decretales in
1234, and made manifest the fact of the Church’s
ascent to preeminence in medieval politics and culture.
Not only had the Pope assigned authoritative status
to his compilation of canon law, he forbade anyone
else to assemble another in the absence of express
papal permission. The monumental work was law for
centuries; Gregory’s durable edifice stands yet, except
where newer canon law has overtaken it. A

8 Robinson, 78.
9	“Nicolas Jenson,” in Michael F. Suarez and H.R. Woudhuysen, The Oxford
Companion to the Book, vol. 2 (Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press,
2010), 833.
10	Brian Richardson, Print Culture in Renaissance Italy: The Editor and the
Vernacular Text, 1470–1600 (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University
Press, 2004), 4-5, 10.
11 Brundage, 228.
12	S. Kuttner and Beryl Smalley, “The ‘Glossa Ordinaria’ to the Gregorian
Decretals,” The English Historical Review 60, no. 236 (1945): 97-105, 101.

Prefaces to Canon Law Books in Latin Christianity: Selected Translations, 50013	
1245. Commentary and translations by Robert Somerville and Bruce
C. Brasington (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1998), 236.

Sources consulted:
Brundage, James A. Medieval Canon Law. London and New
York: Longman, 1995.
Grendler, Paul F. The Universities of the Italian Renaissance.
Baltimore & London: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2002.
Hartmann, Wilfried, and Kenneth Pennington. The History
of Medieval Canon Law in the Classical Period, 1130-1234: From
Gratian to the Decretals of Pope Gregory IX. Washington: The
Catholic University of America Press, 2008.
Kuttner, S. and Beryl Smalley. “The ‘Glossa Ordinaria’ to the
Gregorian Decretals.” The English Historical Review 60, no. 236
(1945): 97-105.
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THE SOMAN COLLECTION
Alfred Soman, a distinguished American historian
and scholar of France who composes his published
writings in both French and English, has donated
his papers to the Law Library. Dr. Soman pioneered
the use of the notoriously impenetrable criminal
archives of the Parlement de Paris as a research
source. He is a noted scholar of witchcraft trials in
France and is the author of several books, including
Sorcellerie et Justice Criminelle: Le Parlement de Paris,
16e-18e, The Massacre of St. Bartholomew: Reappraisals
and Documents, and De Thou and the Index. His articles
include “The Parlement of Paris and the Great Witch

Hunt (1565-1640)” and “Press, Pulpit, and Censorship
in France Before Richelieu.”
The Soman Collection covers topics such as
witchcraft, censorship, infanticide, and bestiality.
Among Dr. Soman’s papers is his unpublished
doctoral dissertation on book censorship, 1599-1607,
and research notes for his published works. This
important gift also includes several thousand pages
of typed transcriptions of Parlement trials.
The Soman Collection now is in the Law Library
archives, and will be available to researchers after
processing is complete. A

JOIN THE FRIENDS!
It’s easy—a donation of any amount supports Law Library collections and makes you a FRIEND!
CALL (202) 994-1375 or VISIT www.law.gwu.edu/Library/Friends/Pages/Join.aspx
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In another paradigm, guardians of “maturing” print
collections naturally gravitate toward manuscripts as
their established collecting areas become saturated
with the obligatory texts. Or, a library may develop a
subject focus, such as canon law, where much of the early
literature is in manuscript form; in such cases collecting
manuscripts likely would be part of regular acquisition
practices. And the financial ability to undertake such
an initiative plays a part: selectors know that most
manuscripts do not come cheap, and weighing the
intellectual value of adding a particular manuscript to
the collection against its cost is a facet of the selection
process. There are the options of collecting manuscripts
sparingly, as finances allow, or seeking out newer pieces
or exemplars from genres of more commonly-found
manuscripts, such as charters, which may offer a lower
price tag.
The universe of law-related works in manuscript
includes laws and statutes, charters, edicts, trial
transcripts, deeds, student notebooks and lecture
notes, judicial opinions, lawyers’ business/account
ledgers, letters, and many other documents of legal

“A manuscript is one step closer to its
origins than a printed book.”
significance. Manuscripts may be among the oldest
writings, or the newest; legally significant handwritten
documents of recent or antiquarian vintage may be
collectible. From the tapestry of legal manuscripts,
the canny and patient selector can uncover many
appropriate potential acquisitions.
What does a manuscript add to the collection?
A manuscript is one step closer to its origins than a
printed book. Its immediacy—a work handwritten on
the substance (typically paper or a variety of animal
skin) that the scribe actually used, in the ink dipped
directly from his inkpot—can arrest even the most
casual reader. It’s all there: the scars in the vellum, the
artful or clumsy attempts at rubrication, black ink
perhaps faded to brown, changes in handwriting as one
scribe picked up the relay from his predecessor. There
is no intercessor between the text and the reader: no
printer to restructure the letters and lines or to provide
uniformity, no editor to correct the scribe’s missteps.
The reader is free to look—and to appreciate—free from
hindrance. So it may be said, apart from the intellectual
congruence of the manuscript and the collection, that
the manuscript contributes to the collection by stirring a
6
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Special Collections, The George Washington University Law Library

(Collecting Legal Manuscripts, continued from page 1)

Pruues et enquestes principalles de frere magdalon [France, c. 1649].
This manuscript trial document stipulates the laws and regulations of the
Knights of Malta.

sense of wonder through its directness, as it invites
readers to understand and interpret what they see.1
Manuscripts serve the reader in many ways. Legal
manuscripts mostly are desirable for their text, but
if intellectual content alone is sought, that may be
transmitted via other media, especially electronic
databases or microfiches. These media, though
invaluable for enhancing access and for preservation,
cannot convey everything in the physical document:
watermarks, the pricking and ruling (evidence of a plan
for page layout), faint marginalia, and the construction
of the books themselves, as “artifacts that increase
our knowledge of the social and intellectual history
of the period to which they belonged.”2 Facsimiles on
paper, even if meticulously executed, still are copies.
Increasingly, scholars seek to examine, through the
physical book, clues to the environment that spawned it.
Modern methods of disseminating manuscript text may
lead to only some of the answers for which a reader may
be hunting.
What about the handwriting? and the language?
Doubtless a lack of familiarity with historical scripts,
combined with the suboptimal legibility of particular
1	R.H. Rouse, Why Teach with Medieval Manuscripts? (Los Angeles: UCLA
Library, 2012), 24.
2	Barbara Shailor, The Medieval Book (Toronto; Buffalo; London: University of
Toronto Press, 1991), 3.

Special Collections, The George Washington University Law Library

Styl du Parlement [c. 1454]. Manuscript compilation of three fifteenth-century
texts relating to procedural law as applied at the Parlement de Paris. Included is
Charles VII’s Ordonnance de Montilz-les-Tours (1454), headed by the incipit
pictured here: “Charles par la grace de Dieu, Roy de France...”

manuscripts, can be a deterrent to beginning a
manuscript collection. This is uncharted territory for
most librarians, and paleography—“the study of the
history of scripts, their adjuncts (such as abbreviation
and punctuation), and their decipherment”—is the
life work of a number of noted scholars.3 Expertise in
paleography is a tool that enables not only reading a
manuscript, but also assists in dating it and determining
its place of origin.
Mostly, collectors of law manuscripts will focus on
the intellectual content of a work under consideration
for purchase rather than its packaging (binding) or
decoration (illumination): how does this work fit into
the intellectual structure of its prospective home
collection? Significant colorful display is not the norm
in legal manuscripts. The majority of these works tend
to be light on illumination and heavy on text, unlike, for
instance, the deluxe medieval and Renaissance books of
hours (horae) and other devotional works, which often
are collected specifically for their visual splendor. So, for
selectors of law manuscripts, there is no escape from “the
handwriting issue” in determining suitability of a work
for purchase. If a law work is distinguished by decoration,
so much the better, but this is unlikely to be the sole basis
for purchase.
That said, the selector need not become a
paleographer overnight in order to buy manuscripts.

Familiarity with the basic hands encountered in early
manuscripts, and to which period and region a script
belongs, is desirable, and ongoing practice working with
manuscripts helps develop facility.4 Acquaintance with
the punctuation (or lack thereof) and the abbreviations
customarily used by the scribes—suspensions,
contractions, and abbreviation symbols—aids in
deciphering the text.
One baseline requirement in considering materials for
purchase is the ability to assess the legibility of the text:
are the letters evenly formed and distinguishable, or does
the condition of the manuscript destroy its legibility
(for instance, disfiguring mold or defects in paper or

“Increasingly, scholars seek to examine,
through the physical book, clues to the
environment that spawned it.”
parchment affecting text)? A selector who can determine
whether a manuscript offers the degree of legibility
required to enable effective research has leapt the first
hurdle in the prepurchase analysis.
Many early manuscripts are written in Latin or in
the vernacular; clearly some acquaintance with the
language of the manuscripts under consideration is
a plus. Collecting more recent British or American
manuscript pieces, such as letters and legal documents,
may reduce some of the difficulties resulting from lack of
language facility, but many older documents in English
present their own paleographic peculiarities of script,
abbreviation, dialect, and usage.

The nomenclature. As rare books have a language
particular to them, so too manuscripts. Although there
is overlap between the two languages, manuscripts
claim terms unique to them, mainly relating to their
paleographic and decorative aspects. Consulting
reference sources for an overview of terminology
can smooth the way, especially for reading sellers’
descriptions, examining the manuscript, and for asking
questions about the work before purchase.5
3

 ichelle P. Brown, Understanding Illuminated Manuscripts: A Guide to Technical
M
Terms (Los Angeles: The J. Paul Getty Museum in Association with The
British Library, 1994), 92-93.

4 T
 he National Archives (UK) offers a helpful online tutorial in
reading manuscripts written in English between 1500 and 1800 at
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/palaeography/default.htm. A print
source is Michelle P. Brown’s A Guide to Western Historical Scripts from
Antiquity to 1600 (Reprint, Toronto and Buffalo: University of Toronto Press,
2007). For an online course in French paleography to 1789 (in French), please
see http://eric-camille.voirin.pagesperso-orange.fr/paleo/
5	Some helpful references include Raymond Clemens & Timothy Graham’s
Introduction to Manuscript Studies (Ithaca & London: Cornell University
Press, 2007) and Michelle P. Brown’s Understanding Illuminated Manuscripts,
note 3 above.
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“Forgery was common in the medieval era,
and legal documents especially were
vulnerable to both forgery and fakery.”
legal documents of the medieval era; they transferred
property or granted other legal rights, usually in the form
of a letter with a seal, and were composed according to
a fairly uniform protocol. Detection of charter forgeries
has been accomplished through analysis of the script,
dating, forms of address, and other factors.9
Known historical forgeries qua forgeries may appeal
in certain circumstances to contemporary buyers, but
a modern inauthentic piece thought to be genuine is an
unwelcome addition to the collection. A sophisticated
knowledge of scripts, paper and parchment, inks, the
legal genre of the manuscript, and the historical era in
which the manuscript purportedly was born are some
of the best safeguards against buying a counterfeit
piece. But none of this is of any help without being
alert, at the outset, to any aspect of the book that does
not seem “right” for the era in which it is supposed to
have been written, or for any other reason. Working
with knowledgeable and trusted booksellers is the best
protection against acquiring questionable material.
Today’s science offers paper and ink analyses that can

Special Collections, The George Washington
University Law Library

Authenticity. The question of authenticity haunts
manuscript purchases more than purchases of rare
printed books. Forgery was common in the medieval era,
and legal documents especially were vulnerable to both
forgery and fakery.6 As scientific jurisprudence became
firmly rooted in the West, requirements that legal and
property rights be memorialized in writing opened
opportunities for fraud, and in the canon law arena,
it is claimed that Gratian’s Decretum contains around
five hundred forged legal texts.7 Scholarly detection of
forgeries is said to have begun with the fifteenth-century
discovery that the Donation of Constantine could not
have been composed during Constantine’s reign, due to
its diction and the meanings assigned to the words by
the forger.8 Among law documents, charters frequently
were forged to effect a change in legal privileges that
was not legitimate. Charters were the most common

Coustumes du pays et duché dAniou et du Maine [France, between 1475
and 1500]. One of perhaps six early manuscripts made of the customary law of
Anjou and Maine, this unusual “pocket” coutume is written on parchment and
represents the law as re-edited and re-issued by “Good King René” (1409-1480).

pinpoint age; although useful for academic inquiry,
these methods are impracticable for a prepurchase
examination and do not guard against the use of aged
materials by a modern forger. In most situations where
there is doubt, detection of inauthentic documents
through scholarship remains the most feasible approach.
In conclusion. Despite the snares of manuscript
selection and the sometimes complex process of working
with them, manuscripts offer what reproductions
cannot: the totality, both intellectual and physical, of
an artifact that captures and transmits a message from
history. Treasures are worth the study needed to unearth
their secrets. A
Sources consulted:
Brown, Michelle P. A Guide to Western Historical Scripts from
Antiquity to 1600. Reprint, Toronto and Buffalo: University of
Toronto Press, 2007.
Brown, Michelle P. Understanding Illuminated Manuscripts:
A Guide to Technical Terms. Los Angeles: The J. Paul Getty
Museum in Association with The British Library, 1994.
Clemens, Raymond, and Timothy Graham. Introduction to
Manuscript Studies. Ithaca & London: Cornell University Press,
2007.
Cours de paléographie. http://eric-camille.voirin.pagespersoorange.fr/paleo/ (accessed October 10, 2012).
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BOOK REVIEW

LAW BOOKS IN ACTION: ESSAYS ON THE ANGLO-AMERICAN
LEGAL TREATISE
Edited by Angela Fernandez and Markus D. Dubber.
Oxford; Portland, OR: Hart Publishing, 2012. Pp, ix,
252. ISBN: 978-1849461412 $100

Reviewed by Herb Somers, Reference/Foreign &
International Law Librarian

Roscoe Pound observed in his famous 1910 essay, “Law
in Books and Law in Action,” that the law explicated in
legal texts tells us very little about the law in practical
use. He exhorted his readers to “mak[e] the law in the
books such that the law in action can conform to it….”
Pound’s seminal work of legal realism was noted for
addressing the dissociation between the law as written
and its application to real-life scenarios. In a playful
twist on his 1910 essay title, Law Books in Action: Essays
on the Anglo-American Legal Treatise turns Pound’s notion
of “law in books” on its head as the lowly legal treatise is
recast as a vital “law book in action,” where early authors
often sought to reflect the norms of their legal milieux
in the guise of describing or systematizing what was
understood as the operative law. This collection of essays
unmasks the legal treatise as a medium worthy of closer
study as it appropriates the treatise as a tool to unearth
new insights into the history of our common law system.
In America, the explosion in the publication and
popularity of the legal treatise roughly paralleled the
early development of formal legal instruction in the
late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Legal
scholars began to move beyond abridgments and rote
compilations of statutes and case law toward creating an
indigenous legal literature, aimed at exploring the law
scientifically. The genesis of the legal treatise as a work
of literature and its influence on the Anglo-American
common law system is the primary focus of Law Books
in Action.
A capital example of the normative influence exerted
by an early American legal scholar’s expository work
can be found in Angela Fernandez’s compelling essay
“Tapping Reeve, Coverture and America’s First Legal
Treatise.” Tapping Reeve is known as the founder of
the Litchfield Law School, which offered America’s
first formal course of instruction in the law. He later

Sir William Blackstone (1723-1780). Mezzotint after Sir Joshua Reynolds, c. 1930.

served as a judge on the Connecticut Supreme Court of
Errors. After retiring, Reeve wrote The Law of Baron and
Femme, a treatise on domestic relations that he styled a
description of English law on the subject, based on his
own lectures. In his book he offered a startling assertion:
“The law does not view the husband and wife as one
person.” He reasoned that the common law one-personin-law rule was merely “metaphorical,” given a woman’s
ability to manage lands, be sued alongside her husband,
and be punished for crimes. His radical theory found
no support in the most authoritative and frequentlyconsulted treatises of the day, Blackstone’s Commentaries
and Coke Upon Littleton. Nor could it be found in
contemporary case law. Indeed, the Connecticut
Supreme Court of Errors (on which Reeve sat) ruled that
women were not capable of devising property (Fitch v.
Brainerd, 1805).
So how did Reeve arrive at his extraordinary
conclusion absent any positive supporting authority?
Fernandez details Reeve’s rivalry with fellow
Connecticut jurist Zephaniah Swift, a rancorous battle
that pitted Swift’s conservative legal views against
Reeve’s reformist position. The author also notes
Reeve’s involvement in an evangelical movement of the
1790s, the “Second Great Awakening,” a revival in which
women members played a significant role and whose
philosophy encouraged equality in marriage, which no
doubt influenced his views. Reeve’s personal life also
provided a practical example. Throughout his marriage
to Sally Edwards Burr, he allowed her to maintain
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Litchfield Historical Society, Litchfield, CT

Litchfield Law School building, constructed by Tapping Reeve in 1784.

control over her own inherited fortune. Ultimately,
Reeve’s liberal stance was vindicated. In 1809, the
Connecticut legislature, brimming with his former
students, passed a statute permitting married women to
create wills. Fernandez’s essay is a riveting examination
of the historical and sociological factors that motivated
Reeve to complete what is considered one of the first
American legal treatises, during post-Revolutionary
America when the slate of received English common law
could be wiped clean and written anew.
No collection of essays on the Anglo-American legal
treatise could ignore the work considered by many
scholars as the most important in the history of the
common law: Sir William Blackstone’s Commentaries on
the Laws of England, published between 1765 and 1769.
Typically considered an institutional work rather than a
treatise, the Commentaries warrant a careful examination
of their role in the common law systems of England
and the United States. Kunal M. Parker forges a novel
approach in “Historicising Blackstone’s Commentaries
on the Laws of England: Difference and Sameness in
Historical Time” by examining how editors of the
many subsequent editions of the work interacted with
Blackstone’s words. Parker posits that from the mid- to
late-nineteenth century, Blackstone’s monumental work
shifted from an actively-used and manipulated source to
a museum piece, or timeless “object of style.”
Despite their enthusiastic reception, the
Commentaries came to be regarded by lawyers as outdated
and out of step with contemporary legal practice. This
prompted the publication of a succession of updated
editions in both England and the United States that
attempted to fit out Blackstone for modern legal
circumstances. Editors began aggressively annotating
the Commentaries with footnotes, deleting or relegating

obsolete text to a footnote, or changing verb tense to
signal the reader that the law had changed. The editor
who took the most egregious liberties with Blackstone’s
text was Serjeant Stephen, who in 1841 published New
Commentaries on the Laws of England (Partly Founded on
Blackstone). In this edition, he simply substituted his own
text for that of Blackstone when he determined that
alterations were warranted.
As subsequent editions of the Commentaries were
published, the footnotes of earlier editions frequently
were combined to create composite works that
built upon the efforts of a host of previous editors.
Blackstone’s classic work was transformed over
time into a vessel to accommodate the accretion of
modern legal precedent. However, by the end of the
nineteenth century the pendulum had swung in the
opposite direction. Editors now took pains to maintain
the integrity of Blackstone’s words. Rather than lard
the Commentaries with footnotes to update them for
modern use, editors endeavored to preserve the original
celebrated style and their content. From a collection
of actively-consulted and manipulated texts, the
Commentaries had been transfigured into something
of an objet d’art: legal scholars had come to regard
Blackstone qua Blackstone as valuable, and his style and
elegance worth preserving.
A third essay in the collection looks at one of the
nine legal treatises written by Supreme Court Justice
Joseph Story. G. Blaine Baker’s “Story’d Paradigms for
the Nineteenth-Century Display of Anglo-American
Legal Doctrine” offers an in-depth examination of
Story’s work, focusing primarily on his Commentaries on
the Conflict of Laws, considered to be one of the most
influential works of its day. Story wrote all of his texts
between the years 1829 and 1845 when he held the
Dane professorship at Harvard Law School. His legal
writing exemplifies the development of the law text
in America in the early- to mid-nineteenth century.
Story’s early efforts prior to his years at Harvard began
with producing case law digests and consolidations of
statutes. He later accepted appointments to work on
an official consolidation of Massachusetts statutes and
serve on the state’s Commission on the Codification
of Private Law. According to the author, it was the
influence of the American codification movement that
influenced and molded Story’s treatise-writing style.
Baker documents Story’s groundbreaking use of legal
empiricism that introduced a scientific approach to
compiling and synthesizing disparate judicial decisions,
(continued on page 17)
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WARREN M. BILLINGS
legal history, Southern history, and to American history
in general.
A prolific scholar with many books and articles to
his credit, Dr. Billings also has spent years building a
rare law book collection. He assembled this collection
with his own research in mind: he needed to understand
what Virginia settlers knew of their legal heritage
through reading the books they themselves had read.
When finding accessible copies of the books on his
reading list proved impracticable, Dr. Billings began
collecting. His law library now includes not only books
that early Virginians would have read, but also books
that influenced Louisianans. He even has his own law
librarian: his wife Carol Billings, former Director of
the Law Library of Louisiana and past president of the
American Association of Law Libraries.
Dr. Billings currently is Visiting Professor of Law at
William & Mary Law School, Williamsburg, VA. He
graciously agreed to discuss his American legal history
odyssey in his interview with A Legal Miscellanea, below.

Warren M. Billings, Distinguished Professor of History, Emeritus, University of
New Orleans.

F

ew scholars in any field can claim to have created
a line of inquiry so fresh and worthy of distinction
that it receives its own brand-new name. But Warren
Billings, Distinguished Professor of History, Emeritus (The University of New Orleans), has a talent for
recognizing the potential in untried situations in his
professional life. After orchestrating the deposit of
the Louisiana Supreme Court records with the University of New Orleans archive, Dr. Billings perceived
the intellectual value of the unmined papers, and soon
after launched the New Louisiana Legal History. Billings and other historians began to rethink the history
of Louisiana law, and challenged Louisiana’s “unique”
legal status. While acknowledging the singular characteristics of Louisiana law, these academics found that
examining it within larger historical contexts inspired a
more accurate understanding of its kinship to national

A LEGAL MISCELLANEA: What sparked your
interest in legal history? Can you characterize for us
the general focus of your work in early Virginia and
Louisiana legal history?

WARREN M. BILLINGS: My turn to legal history
was purely accidental. As you know, I trained as an
early American historian. My dissertation examined
the causes of Bacon’s Rebellion and its consequences
for seventeenth-century Virginia and the first British
Empire. When I completed it, I expected to turn it
into a book, find a slot at a posh university, and become
a colonialist of note. Shortly after I began revising the
dissertation I agreed to prepare the first edition of The
Old Dominion in the Seventeenth Century: A Documentary
History of Virginia, which caused me to sift through the
extant county court archives and other primary records
for illustrative documents. It came to me one day that
trying to unravel the rise of Virginia’s legal order seemed
vastly more appealing than revisiting Bacon’s Rebellion.
Armed with that realization, I reconsidered my focus
and began the search for an understanding of how legal
institutions worked, how personalities affected politics,
AUTUMN 2012
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and how law shaped, and was shaped by, an emerging
colonial culture.
I was drawn to Louisiana law as I got to know Albert
Tate, one of the justices of the Supreme Court of
Louisiana, and discovered that we shared a common
interest in the history of law and the value of legal
records for historical inquiry. Those early encounters
blossomed into an enduring friendship that eventually
resulted in our reaching an agreement whereby the
University of New Orleans became the repository of
the Court’s archives. I planned to go no further than
assisting with the deposit, in part because I really knew
nothing about the Court or Louisiana law, and because I
was deeply immersed in my Virginia studies. My attitude
changed after I started encouraging my graduate
students to use the archives as a source of seminar
papers and theses. Tate and his colleagues also pressed
me to study the Court, which led to my appointment as
court historian. The more I delved into the collection,
the more it intrigued me and the more I saw possibilities
arising from mining a hitherto-underexplored area of
legal history. I hesitated until I realized that I might
apply research methods that worked for Virginia
to Louisiana. So I began to divide my research time
between the two places, and I have done so ever since.
Please describe for us your current projects
and interests.

WMB: Several projects sit on the drawing board
at the moment. One is an article called “‘Send us…
what other Lawe books you shall see fitt:’ Books That
Shaped the Law in Virginia, 1600–1860,” that is about
to be published in the Virginia Magazine of History
and Biography. Another is a lengthy piece about the
Supreme Court of Louisiana I am crafting to mark the
bicentenary of the Court’s founding in 1813. It sketches
the outlines of a comprehensive history of the Court.
My hope is that it will inspire someone much younger
and more vigorous than I to write that history, not only
because the Court has had so a pivotal place in the lives
of Louisianans, but also because such a book would draw
notice to the importance of state supreme courts in the
evolution of American law, a subject that attracts little
attention from legal historians. A second project is a
biography of Conway Robinson (1805–1884), who had a
career that spanned more than six decades during which
he was simultaneously a lawyer, a railroad president, an
antiquarian, a founder of the Virginia Historical Society,
an historian, a court clerk, an appellate court reporter,
a member of the General Assembly, a Richmond city
12
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On holiday in Santorini: Carol and Warren Billings enjoy the vista from their
cable car. Carol is a law library superstar, who has been honored with the
AALL Gallagher Distinguished Service Award and inaugural class induction
into the AALL Hall of Fame.

councilman, and a drafter of the Virginia Revised Code
of 1849. He left behind an enormous accumulation of
papers, now in the collections of the Virginia Historical
Society, the Library of Virginia, the College of William
& Mary, and various other repositories that I am just
beginning to sift through.
In your presentation at the University of Texas rare
book lecture in February 2012, you mentioned that
during your early teaching days, “the history of early
American law had turned stale years earlier.” Can you
talk a little about the circumstances that led to your
observation, and the status now?

WMB: Legal history as we know it originated in the
nineteenth century. The first legal historians were men
I style “gentlemen scholars” who were actually public
figures and not historians in any modern sense of the
term. Often they were the sons or grandsons of the
founders of the republic who looked to the past both
to explain the Revolution and the origins of American
law. Towards the end of the century they gave way to
academically-trained scholars who most often taught
a brand of legal history that they designed to instruct
law students in the evolution of legal doctrine and the
development of the profession. They also made good
their claim that they, and they alone, were best suited
to “do” legal history. As a result, other historians largely
abandoned the field until well after World War II. Then
too, because these legal historians taught at the major

eastern law schools, what passed for legal history had
a decidedly New England flavor. As for Virginia legal
history, academically-trained scholars pretty much
abandoned the field before World War I. Here was
a fallow field that I could have to myself. Working it
appealed to me because it held the prospect of breaking
new ground.
Subsequently, Virginia legal history attracted others
whose accomplishments surpass mine. As I noted in a
recent essay, their work reflects a liveliness and scope
that mirrors the broader field of American legal history.1
However, even though we now know more about the
Virginia situation than at any time in the past two
hundred years, much remains to be explored because
the writings of recent decades remain subject to the
strictures of long-standing investigatory boundaries.
You have characterized the New Louisiana Legal
History as a “major reassessment of the state’s
distinctive legal order.” Can you define for us the
“New Louisiana Legal History,” how it relates to
prior understanding of the subject, and how it was
jumpstarted by your role in effecting the deposit of the
records of the Louisiana Supreme Court in the archives
of the University of New Orleans?

WMB: In all likelihood, had the justices not deposited
the Court archives at UNO there never would have been
a New Louisiana Legal History. After the collection
became accessible, a group of my graduate students, a
few senior scholars, and I began to rethink the history
of Louisiana law. Our thoughts came to life in various
forms: seminar papers, conference presentations,
theses, dissertations, journal articles, and books. We
challenged a long-held view that Louisiana law is unique.
While we acknowledged distinctiveness, we broke
away from the old exceptionalist approach as we wove
our understanding of Louisiana’s legal heritage into
the larger contexts of national legal history, Southern
history, and American history in general.
If your readers are curious to know more about the
scope and direction of the New Louisiana Legal History,
they should read A Law Unto Itself? Essays in the New
Louisiana Legal History (Baton Rouge, 2001), which I
edited with my former student Mark F. Fernandez.
You have exhibited a talent for connecting with “new”
academic situations; examples are your entry into the
new doctoral program at Northern Illinois University
in 1964, and accepting your first position at Louisiana
State University in New Orleans (now the University

of New Orleans), which at the time was only about ten
years old. Did you find extra flexibility or opportunity
in these new situations, and how did the “greenness” of
these programs and institutions affect your scholarly
directions, if at all?

WMB: I followed my mentor who left Pitt to chair the
NIU history department for two quite good reasons. He
and I hit it off almost from our first encounter, and it was
he who suggested my dissertation topic. The uncertainty
for me lay in whether taking a doctorate from a green
program would result in a job, but that risk gave me little
pause. Once enrolled, I developed abiding relationships
with my professors who took great care in preparing me.
I was the third person to graduate the program, which I
finished in four years, and to this day, I never regretted
moving to DeKalb.
It was my good fortune to train during the time of
the peak postwar expansion of higher education. The

“In all likelihood, had the justices not deposited
the Court archives at UNO there never would
have been a New Louisiana Legal History.”
opening of new campuses across the country caused a
great demand for faculty. Thus, when I tested the market
there were jobs aplenty. I easily rounded up about two
dozen offers, in the Northeast, the Midwest, and the
South. Carol and I picked UNO because the university
was in a city we did not know. My colleagues were about
my age, and, if memory serves, the eldest was only in
his mid-forties. They were a lively bunch, and deeply
committed to things I held dear.
New Orleans, being New Orleans, struck us as a
lively place though we did not intend to remain forever,
given the expectations I set for myself. I was of that
generation of graduate students socialized to think
that we would be in our first jobs just long enough to
turn our dissertations into books before landing in
more prestigious places, from which we would rise to
even better situations, there to spend the remainder of
our days. None of that was to be. The job market went
to hell a year or two after we alighted in New Orleans
and never recovered. Therefore, one had to adjust to a
very different set of prospects. We bought a house and
started a family. I ascended the ranks and got involved
with the Supreme Court. Carol joined the staff of the
Court’s library. She became Law Librarian of Louisiana
1	Warren M. Billings, “Needs and Opportunities in Virginia’s Legal History
and Culture,” in Warren M. Billings, Magistrates and Pioneers: Essays in the
History of American Law (Clark, N.J., 2011), 417-55.
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As an academic, you are especially engaged in your
community and actively serve it. Could you talk about
some of your community activities, and the importance
of academics stepping outside their university role to
serve their communities?

Code of Practice in Civil Cases, for the State of Louisiana (New Orleans,
1839). Wheelock Upton’s work offers an added title page in French, and displays
the English and French text on opposite pages; the work is paged in duplicate.

and rose to a distinguished career that was of vastly
greater importance than mine. (Indeed, in the world
of law librarianship, I am known merely as “Mr. Carol
Billings.”) And so I continued at UNO until I left in the
wake of Hurricane Katrina.
Being at a new university had its challenges. Most
perks—research support, travel funds, light teaching
loads, graduate assistants—that one expected as a
matter of course at established universities were scarce
at UNO, though they became more prevalent in time.
I must say that from the beginning the university
invested in me as best it could, and I will always be
grateful for that support. Offsetting any limitations
was the flexibility to research, to teach, and to serve
the community in almost equal proportions and pretty
much as I saw fit. I also instructed eager students who
hungered for learning and strove diligently to achieve
even as they worked and maintained households. For
them, UNO represented a way up and a way out. Best

“Legal records are singularly useful for
recovering many aspects of the past because
so many survive in more or less unbroken
runs over long periods of time.”
of all, almost from scratch, I helped create a substantial
urban university that has had profoundly beneficial
consequences for the advancement of learning and for
the betterment of New Orleans. Such an opportunity
comes rarely, and that it came my way is something I will
always cherish.
14
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WMB: I was brought up to believe that one must be
useful. Being useful meant demonstrating a willingness
to devote significant portions of one’s time, talents, and
treasure in service to others without the expectation
of gaining in return anything other than the inward
satisfaction of having done a helpful turn for someone or
some entity. That belief matured into a precept that led
me to sit on a host of boards, commissions, committees,
advisory boards, and volunteer groups whenever I
was asked. Those experiences were intellectually
stimulating, broadening, and often great fun to boot.
Did you ever consider pursuing a J.D., either in
addition to, or in lieu of, your Ph.D. studies? If so,
what factors entered into your deliberations? What
do you think are the relative merits of the Ph.D. and
J.D. as preparation for teaching and writing about
legal history, and do you think a Ph.D. holder’s
perspective on legal history is different from that
of a law school graduate? Is “dual degree” status
perceived as a necessary credential for the new crop
of legal history scholars?

WMB: No, I never seriously considered pursuing a J.D.
As I remarked earlier, I gained my Ph.D. well before
I decided to turn myself into a legal historian. In two
vital respects my doctoral training prepared me to make
that transition with relative ease. I learned foundational
skills that are basic to any type of historical enquiry—
command of the existing literature, questions to ask,
where to find answers, and ways of casting finished
results into works of finely honed, plain English prose.
Thus armed, when I turned to the history of law, I had
every confidence in my ability to launch forth in a new
direction. To be sure, I realized that venturing into
a new area of study would cause stumbles and lead to
cul-de-sacs but I believed that whenever I came to a
dead end, my training, and healthy doses of patience and
persistence, would bail me out. It did.
As to the relative merits of a Ph.D. or a J.D. as
preparation for doing legal history, in some ways I think
studying for a Ph.D. may be the better of the two. For
one thing, a doctoral curriculum is longer. Its regime of
lecture courses, research seminars, and reading seminars
gives the student broader exposure to basic information,

You are especially well-known for your classic work,
The Old Dominion in the Seventeenth Century:
A Documentary History of Virginia, 1606-1700
(revised edition, 2007), in which you examine more than
two hundred primary documents, many of which never
had been in print. Can you talk about the importance
of working with primary documents, particularly legal
documents, in historical study?
WMB: There is an aphorism, the exact wording of
which I no longer recall, that goes something like: “No
documents, no history.” In other words one cannot do
history without recourse to the evidence of the past,
which I understand to mean not only paper records, but
also anything else that documents a former time. Legal
records are singularly useful for recovering many aspects
of the past because so many survive in more or less
unbroken runs over long periods of time. And they are
yet bounteous with topics that beg for exploration.

In addition to your work as a scholar, you also are a
bookman with a substantial antiquarian law collection,
which is of integral importance to your scholarly work.
Please tell us about the size and scope of your collection,
its genesis, and perhaps some favorite “high points.”
WMB: How I came to accumulate the antiquarian law
collection was another of those accidents that shaped
my career. Books have always been important to me.

Warren M. Billings

literature, and research techniques. The dissertation
compels the candidate to produce a work that
demonstrates one’s mastery of skills and contributes
to knowledge. On paper, at least, those seem to be
requirements more vigorous and rounded than those for
a J.D. I’m not a degree snob. Some of the legal historians
I most admire have only J.D.s whereas others hold only
Ph.D.s, and some took both degrees.
Perhaps the ideal preparation is the joint degree
program that has gained popularity in some quarters
of late.
Whether academic historians differ in perspective
from their law school colleagues is an open question.
Some do; some don’t. Historians often ask different
questions of legal sources than lawyers. In my case, for
example, I am much more taken with the workings of
the legal order than I am with, say, the evolution of the
legal profession. I’m not unmindful of the importance of
the profession to the making of the legal order but there
are other aspects that engage me more. My research
and writing on how books have shaped the law is one
example of what I mean here.

An Exact Abridgment of all the Public Acts of Assembly of Virginia
(Williamsburg, 1737). British-born William Parks (d. 1750), the colonial printer
responsible for this work, was the first official printer of Virginia, and for a
period was the public printer for both Maryland and Virginia.

Indeed, by the time I was a teenager I had amassed a
substantial collection of history books, most of which
were gifts from my father, who kept a huge eclectic
library of his own. I mention this bit of background
because it was something that sparked an insight that
led me to establish a law collection within my library.
There came a point in my research when I realized that
if I were to understand what Virginia settlers knew
of their legal heritage I ought to read the books they

“There came a point in my research when
I realized that if I were to understand what
Virginia settlers knew of their legal heritage
I ought to read the books they read.”
read, so I compiled a list of titles I identified as having
circulated in the colony. Using that list, I sought copies,
only to discover that few were available in New Orleans
or via interlibrary loan. Not to be frustrated, I resolved
to buy as many as I could find and afford. So began the
law collection, which comprises books printed between
the sixteenth and the nineteenth centuries. At first
it consisted only of volumes that turned up in early
Virginia, but it eventually grew to include books that
influenced Louisianans. Today the collection numbers
more than two hundred titles, and it continues to grow.
At the outset I formulated a basic approach to
collecting. Given the impossibility of ascertaining which
edition or impression circulated in Virginia or Louisiana,
I bought contemporary printings that were in good
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repair and within my means rather than first editions
or ones that had associations with particular owners,
the goal being to acquire volumes that could withstand
constant use and my annotations. Some first editions
found their way into the collection, if only because
they are the sole impressions of particular titles. A fair
number bear the signatures of successive owners, to be
sure, though few of those owners were notables.
I don’t think that I have particular favorites. Certain
items stand out as much for their physical attributes as
for their contents. Two examples come to mind. The
first edition of Sir Matthew Hale’s Placitorum Coronæ,
The History of the Pleas of the Crown (London, 1736) ranks
among the finer examples of English legal printing. It is
a large two-volume folio that artfully combines design,

“Every time I acquire a “new” book, the first
thing I do is give it a thorough examination,
which means turning every page in search of
characteristics that distinguish it from others
of its edition or press run.”
binding, paper, and type with content. It came from
the press of Elizabeth Nutt who was a consequential
London legal printer of the late seventeenth and early
eighteenth centuries. The other example is my William
Staunford’s Les Plees del Coron (London, 1583), which is a
Richard Tottel imprint. It is the one book in the entire
collection that is nearly as fresh as the day it was brand
new. Still in the original binding, with barely a mark in it,
and for that reason, I have refrained from annotating it.
Other books are remarkable because of their marginalia.
I have a Sir Thomas Manley abridgment of the last two
parts of Sir Edward Coke’s Reports whose seventeenthcentury owner penned a bit of verse on a front leaf that
is as good a definition of what law meant to Englishmen
of his day as one will find anywhere. And when I bought
Edmund Plowden’s Commentaries (London, 1571), I
discovered that it had once belonged to Robert Wynne
(d. 1675), the second longest-serving Speaker of General
Assembly of Virginia. It was full of Wynne family
genealogy to boot.
You are not only a bookman, but a cataloguing
bookman! Please tell us how you manage your collection:
your catalogue and what you include in it, and why it
is important to maintain such records for a collection
of rare law books.
WMB: Every time I acquire a “new” book, the first
thing I do is give it a thorough examination, which
16
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means turning every page in search of characteristics
that distinguish it from others of its edition or press
run. Whether the markers be worm holes, ink blots,
marginalia, dog ears, or whatever, I note each one, and
collectively they form part of my record for that volume.
Each record also includes obvious information—author,
title, printer, edition or impression, date and place of
publication, price and date of purchase, binding, paper,
dimensions, chain of ownership, and such like. I began
the original catalogue just to tally what I had, how much
each book cost me, and how I might identify items if
any of them got lost or pinched. In long hand, I kept the
catalogue in an accountant’s ledger book and arrayed
it by date of purchase. That arrangement eventually
grew cumbersome but I used it until recently. I am now
slowly converting to an electronic catalogue that not
only standardizes the descriptive content but is a much
handier reference tool than its predecessor. Individual
entries constitute succinct biographies, if you will, of
the books they describe. Taken together they provide
the story of how one bookman accumulated a working
collection of rare law books that figured prominently in
his scholarship and teaching.
Why is legal history important?

WMB: Simply put, I look at legal history as one means
of explaining the totality of American history from
beginning to end. The pity is that legal history gets
short shrift when it comes to how we educate rising
generations of students. At the primary and secondary
levels, attention to things legal ranks low in the vaunted
“standards of learning.” Few are the courses in legal
history offered in colleges or universities. The result is an
ill-informed citizenry. On a purely personal level, doing
legal history is how I satisfy my own curiosity about
the past.
What advice would you offer to a new scholar
embarking upon the adventure of teaching and writing
about legal history?

WMB: Do it for the love of the thing as a particular
branch of learning and for the opportunity to share your
learning with others. Above all else, do it because you
cannot imagine yourself doing anything else. A

(Book Review, continued from page 10)

legislation and constitutions. Condensing these into
maxims generalized from state practice, he labored
to create a uniform federal common law that would,
in his words, “build our commercial law as much as
possible, upon principles absolutely universal in their
application.” Story’s ambitious work soon became
a polestar for later legal scholars determined to
systematize and normalize the inherent conflicts in our
nation’s federal system.
Others essays in this collection include a comparison
of Blackstone’s and Kent’s commentaries with that
of an obscure Nova Scotian text: Beamish Murdoch’s
Epitome of the Laws of Nova-Scotia. Roman J. Hoyos
examines the creation of a new field of law with the
publication of John Alexander Jameson’s Constitutional
Conventions, a work on the legal principles in state
constitutional conventions. Stephen Waddams’s essay
compares English contract law treatises, while Lindsay
Farmer looks at several authors of English and Scots
criminal law treatises. The collection is rounded out
with contributions on criminal law codification in the
colonies and an essay on a Nova Scotian justice of the
peace manual.

Law Books in Action is an apology for the legal
treatise, whose importance to American legal history
to date has been neglected by commentators. These
essays, in contrast, regard the treatise as a form of legal
literature worthy of close study. As much an analysis
of the motives of the early treatise authors as of the
content of their writings, Law Books in Action examines
how the writers’ stimuli and experiences with the
law relate to the legal pronouncements articulated in
their finished work; this “gazetteer” allows readers to
penetrate the façade of the treatise to enable a more
accurate understanding of the issues with which the
authors were grappling as they composed, and the
environments in which they wrote.
Law Books in Action is an important addition to
the history of legal literature, and its varied offerings
promise to capture the attention of readers with
diverse interests in legal scholarship. Law librarians
will find that the essays breathe new life into the
classic legal bibliography. The rare book collector will
savor the backstories surrounding the creation of
some of our landmark common law treatises, while
the legal historian will welcome the contributors’ fresh
perspectives on early legal treatises and their authors. A

NEW! See our blog for recent additions to
Special Collections.
This summer, the Law Library began posting on its blog announcements of selected new acquisitions
for Special Collections. The posts each include basic bibliographic information, a brief description of
the physical aspects of the book, notes on its subject, author, and other particulars, plus one or two images.
Each title selected for announcement on the blog has received full cataloging in our online catalog, JACOB
(http://jacob.nlc.gwu.edu/search), and appears in OCLC. Announcements appear approximately biweekly.
Please visit our blog at http://jacobburnslawlibrary.wordpress.com and search either “Special Collections”
or “Legal History” in the Discussion Topics search box to find all our posts. A

A LEGAL MISCELLANEA ONLINE
Find A Legal Miscellanea online at the website of the Friends of the Jacob Burns Law Library:
http://www.law.gwu.edu/Library/Friends/Pages/LegalMiscellanea.aspx. A Legal Miscellanea also
appears in HeinOnline, and is available to HeinOnline subscribers as an e-journal through a direct
link in library catalogs worldwide.
For copies of current or back issues in paper, please contact Jennie Meade at jmeade@law.gwu.edu.
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PROGRAM REVIEW

PAINTER on STARRS:
A REVIEW OF “‘DIGGING’ LEGAL HISTORY IN BOSTON:
THE CASE OF THE BOSTON STRANGLER”
Presented at the American Association of Law Libraries
Annual Meeting, Boston, MA, July 23, 2012
GW Law’s own Professor Emeritus of Law and Forensic
Sciences Jim Starrs gave a fascinating account of his
investigation into the case of the Boston Strangler at this
summer’s AALL annual meeting. During his program,
sponsored by AALL’s Legal History & Rare Books
Special Interest Section, Professor Starrs maintained
that despite the confession of Albert DeSalvo as the
Boston Strangler, DeSalvo’s version of the killings
of women in the Boston area from 1962 to 1964 did
not harmonize fully with the facts. After obtaining
the necessary permits from the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, Starrs exhumed for reexamination
the bodies of Mary Sullivan, the Strangler’s purported
last victim, and Albert DeSalvo, at the request of the
Sullivan and DeSalvo families. Contrary to DeSalvo’s
“confession,” neck trauma consistent with the manual
strangulation DeSalvo claimed he perpetrated on
Sullivan was not detected. DeSalvo also was excluded
as a source of the traces of DNA present on Sullivan’s
remains, and there were no bruises on Sullivan’s bones
despite DeSalvo’s claim that he had beaten her savagely
with his fists.
These and other findings indicate that, despite Albert
DeSalvo’s assertion that he had sexually assaulted and
killed Mary Sullivan, there is ample reason to doubt the
likelihood that he did. What might have motivated him
to confess a crime he may not have committed? Perhaps
a mistake about the identity of his victim? Mary Sulllivan
lived in a small apartment at 44A Charles Street. She was
indeed murdered by someone, and the autopsy report
made shortly after the crime suggested that the murder
had taken place in the morning rather than in the

afternoon. However, DeSalvo claimed to have entered
the apartment at 4:00 p.m. Despite his “confession,”
De Salvo was not tried for any of the thirteen Boston
Strangler murders but, instead, had been tried and
convicted of other unrelated rapes of women. At the
conclusion of his talk Professor Starrs suggested that
DeSalvo might have been influenced by his counsel,
F. Lee Bailey, who foresaw the likelihood of publicity and
profit that books and movies could bring (there was in
fact a movie released in 1968 starring actor Tony Curtis).
But all this was of little benefit to DeSalvo; incarcerated
for life in 1967, by 1973 he was dead from a knife wound
while in Massachusetts’s Walpole Prison.
As for Mary Sullivan, her remains were carefully
returned to their resting place in Hyannis’s St. Francis
Xavier cemetery. After preparing Mary’s body for
reinterment, Professor Starrs arranged for Mary’s
younger sister and conservator of her estate, Diane
Sullivan Dodd, to spend some time alone with Mary
to bid her last farewell. As Diane emerged from the
funeral home, Professor Starrs realized that the time
had gotten away from him, and without thinking,
grumbled that he had missed the mass he had planned
to attend. Thankful for the measure of closure provided
by the reexamination and time alone with Mary, and
the respect with which Professor Starrs had performed
his professional duties, Diane replied, “I think God and
Mary will forgive you.”
After fifty years, the case of the Boston Strangler still
evokes strong reactions, especially from Bostonians
who remember the climate of fear in their city during
the time of the murders in the early 1960s. One possible
Strangler apparently has been ruled out. But if not
DeSalvo, what of the true Strangler? A

For a detailed account of the exhumation and reautopsy see D.Foran & J. Starrs, “In Search of the Boston Strangler: Genetic
Evidence from the Exhumation of Mary Sullivan,” 44 Med. Sci. Law 47-54 (2004).
William H. Painter
Professor Emeritus of Law
The George Washington University Law School
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“NEW” at the LAW LIBRARY

THE ASSOCIATION OF THE BAR OF THE CITY OF
NEW YORK: THE LATEST

Mattias Fronius. Statuta iurium municipalium Saxonum in Transylvania/
Der Sachssen inn Siebenbürgen: Statuta: oder eygen Landtrecht (1583).
First editions of the codifications of statutes from Saxon Transylvania in
Latin and German bound together. This is the only recorded copy of the 1583
edition in the United States. For more, please see The Burns Brief at http://
jacobburnslawlibrary.wordpress.com/2012/11/19/special-collections-recentacquisition-6

Special Collections, The George Washington University Law Library

Special Collections, The George Washington University Law Library

The Law Library is well into the multi-year process of receiving the historical foreign law collection
from ABCNY (please see A Legal Miscellanea, Vol. 8, No. 2 (Autumn, 2011)). In early November,
2012, the most recent installment of materials arrived, comprising books from Switzerland (253 linear
feet) and the Netherlands (216 linear feet). The Law Library’s association with ABCNY commenced
in 2007 with its acquisition of the Bar’s important rare French law collection. Since then, the Law
Library has acquired part of the Bar’s rare early foreign law collection, and the French (including
international titles in French), German, Italian, and Belgian segments of its historical foreign
collection. Materials from the Bar are cataloged as they arrive, and receive any necessary
conservation treatment shortly thereafter. Volumes needing rebinding or a new spine receive
an identifying “ABCNY” at the foot of the spine in gold as part of their treatment. A

David Hoffman. A Lecture, Introductory to a Course of Lectures, Now
Delivering in the University of Maryland (1823). William Cranch’s copy of
Professor Hoffman’s first lecture to law students at the University of Maryland.
Judge Cranch was one of the first two professors at the original incarnation of
GW’s law school (1826-1828); Professor Hoffman was a prominent Baltimore
lawyer and a founder of the law school at the University of Maryland. For
more, please see The Burns Brief at http://jacobburnslawlibrary.wordpress.
com/2012/10/03/special-collections-recent-acquisition-3

GIFT OF 1920s LAW STUDENT NOTES
The Law Library has received the law student
notes of Francis W. Brown, GW Law Class of 1926.
The notes are a gift from Mr. Brown’s daughter,
Lois Brown Oakes. After law school, Mr. Brown
worked as an examiner at the Interstate Commerce
Commission before joining the Civil Aeronautics
Board in 1938, where he conducted hearings into
operating rates and routes. In 1945, he became Chief
Hearing Examiner, retiring in 1968. Mr. Brown
also received his A.B. from GW (1924), as well as his

LL.M. (1927), and was inducted into the GW Athletic
Hall of Fame in 1964 (he played basketball, football,
and baseball at GW). Mr. Brown’s detailed student
notes from the 1920s are a mix of typescript and
hand-written notes, and are organized by course.
Many of the notes include the name of the professor
teaching the course.
The Brown law student notes now are in the Law
School Archive, and available for research. A
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Professor Emily Kadens, recipient of the 2013 Richard & Diane Cummins Legal History
Research Grant, with Sir William Blackstone at the Codrington Library, All Souls
College, Oxford. Please see announcement on page 1.
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